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Abstract—During a stateful interaction, a partner service may 
become unavailable because of a server crash or a temporary 
network failure. Once the failed service becomes available again, 
the interaction partners do not have any knowledge about each 
other’s state, possibly resulting in errors or deadlocks. This 
paper proposes an approach to the recovery of stateful 
interactions based on service interaction patterns and process 
transformations. Our recovery approach works without a central 
management node and without additional communication 
protocols. We also minimize the changes to the description of the 
service supported by the recovery-enabled process. Our 
approach allows one partner process to be modified in order to 
support failures in a way that interaction with the other 
(unchanged) processes is still possible. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
During stateful interactions between business processes, a 
partner may fail because of a system crash or a network failure. 
Once the failed service becomes available again or the network 
connection is re-established, the interaction partners do not 
have any knowledge about each other’s state, possibly resulting 
in errors or deadlocks. Recovery in this case often has to be 
performed manually after checking execution traces, which is 
potentially slow and expensive. 
In this paper, we propose an approach to the recovery of 
stateful interactions of orchestrated processes. Our approach is 
based on interaction patterns and process transformations. The 
basic idea is to redesign the original processes into their 
recovery-enabled counterparts via process transformations that 
can be automated. We assume that in case a stateful process 
crashes, the state of each process instance has been persisted, 
so that the values of the process variables can be restored when 
the process restarts. This is a reasonable assumption since this 
behaviour is supported by most available WS-BPEL [1] 
engines, such as Apache ODE. Our recovery approach has 
been applied to WS-BPEL business processes, but it is general 
enough to be applicable to other process languages. 
Fault handling approaches [2] require that the process 
designers are aware of possible failures and their recovery 
strategies. Alternatively (automated) process transformations 
can be defined to add generic recovery behaviours to 
orchestrations. Recovery mechanisms implemented as plug-ins 
for a WS-BPEL engine [3] strongly depend on a specific WS-
BPEL engine. The approach to recovery presented in [4, 5] 
consists of replacing a failed service with another one. 
Transaction-based process recovery approaches [6, 7] require a 
central coordinator, in contrast with our approach, which is 
based on process transformations. 
This paper is further structured as follows. Section II 
identifies interaction patterns that require recovery, Section III 
discusses the recovery approaches applied to each interaction 
pattern. Section IV gives an illustration to our approach. 
Finally, Section V concludes the paper. 
II. STATEFUL INTERACTION FAILURE ANALYSIS 
In order to determine which interactions between services 
require compensations in case of failures we considered the 
service interaction patterns as defined in [8]. From these 
patterns we initially considered the send/receive pattern, since 
it may incur state inconsistencies in case of failure. The failure 
analysis of the send and receive patterns can be ignored here, 
since they do not generate failure situations that are not 
covered by analyzing the send/receive pattern. The other 
interaction patterns will be investigated in future work. We 
assume that interactions are stateful. The process engine that 
gets a message routes this message to its corresponding 
instance based on the message contents. 
The send/receive interaction pattern is shown in Fig. 1; 
Case I shows a synchronous interaction, while Case II shows 
an asynchronous interaction consisting of two one-way 
message exchanges. In the synchronous case, the initiator may 
fail after the request message ReqMsg is sent. We name this 
error pending request failure (denoted as XReq in Fig. 1(a)). If 
the responder fails before message ReqMsg is received, or 
ReqMsg is lost because of a network failure, a failure occurs 
that we name service unavailable failure (denoted as XSU in Fig. 
1(a)). If the responder fails before the response message 
RespMsg is sent, or the response message RespMsg is lost 
because of network failure, a failure occurs that we name 
pending response failure (denoted as XResp in Fig. 1(a)). 
 
Figure 1.  Interaction failure analysis: Send pattern. 
In the asynchronous case, the partners may fail before 
receiving the notification message SendMsg or ReceiveMsg, or 
 
(b) Case II 
 
(a) Case I 
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one of these messages is lost because of network failure. This 
also corresponds to the Service unavailable failure identified 
before (denoted as XSU in Fig.1(b)). 
III. RECOVERY APPROACH 
Below we present the recovery solution we defined for each of 
the failures identified before. 
A. Recovery Approach for Pending Request Failure 
If the initiator process fails after sending the request, as is 
shown in Fig. 1(a), the responder process may still send the 
response and continue its execution. 
1) Recovery Approach For Initiator Process: The initiator 
process should resend the request once recovered (a process 
engine restart or network connection re-establish). 
2) Recovery Approach For Responder Process: The 
responder process needs to be transformed based on the 
assumption that there will be still further interaction between 
sender and receiver processes. As is shown in Fig. 2(a), based 
on the original process design, we add a while iteration with a 
pick branch in it. The while iteration is used for the processing 
of the multiple times of request resent by interaction initiator. 
On the left hand side of the pick branch, the activities receive1 
and reply1 are used to response to the request resent from 
initiator. Note that this time the process will reply without 
processing. On the right hand side of the pick branch, the 
activity receive2 represents possible processes interaction. 
However, inorder to distinguish a new request from the one 
that has been re-sent, assumption has to be made that the two 
messages are of different types. 
B. Recovery Approach for Pending Response Failure 
The responder process receives request, processes it using 
some activities nested between the request and the response. It 
then fails before sending the response. The failure will halt the 
execution of the responder process. The established 
connections for interactions will be lost. 
1) Recovery Approach For Responder Process: In order to 
avoid the nested activities design, we split one synchronous 
interaction into two, as is shown in Fig. 2(b). One synchronous 
interaction (receive1 and reply1) is to send the parameters. The 
other (receive2 and reply2) is to return the response. Then the 
failure during the execution the nested interaction part will not 
interfere the execution of the initiator process because there is 
no open connections between the processes. 
2) Recovery Approach For Initiator Process: With the 
adapter service used to keep the process interface, the adapter 
service receives the request from the initiator, interacts with 
responder and sends response back to initiator. Since the 
responder process may crash, the adapter service should be 
deployed together with the initiator. 
C. Recovery Approach for Service Unavailable 
In order to deal with possible service unavailable failure, 
the recovery approach tries to transform the invoke activities in 
the following way. Inside a while iteration called Retry Invoke, 
we put a scope activity with a fault handler. When the target 
process service is not available, the fault handler will delay the 
execution of the process and the outside iteration will make the 
request sent again. However, race conditions between timeouts 
in initiating and responding processes may result in exceptions 
due to unexpected messages in the responding process. A 
pragmatic solution is to define proper timeout values for 
resending the invocation. 
 
 
(a) Recovery approach for Pending Request Failure. 
 
 
(b) Recovery approach for Pending Response Failure. 
 
 
(c) Recovery Approach for Service Unavailable 
Figure 2.  Process transformation approach. 
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IV. EXAMPLE SCENARIO  
We illustrate our approach with a scenario shown in Fig. 3 
of a simple procurement process in a virtual enterprise. It 
contains three business partners: a buyer, an accounting 
department and a logistics department. The accounting 
department gets a getQuote message from the buyer and 
returns a quote message. The order information (deliver 
message) is forwarded by the accounting department to the 
logistic department. The logistic department then confirms the 
receipt (deliverConf message with expected delivery date and 
parcel tracking number) to the accounting department. The 
accounting department forwards a delivery message to the 
buyer. Furthermore, the buyer can decide to track the status or 
terminate the process (messages getStatus, status, or 
terminate). All these interactions are stateful because the 
execution engine of each participant needs to route each 
received message to its corresponding instance. 
 
Figure 3.  Overview of the example scenario. 
The BPEL definition of the accounting department process 
is shown in Fig. 4.  
 
Figure 4.  Accounting BPEL process. 
The scenario starts by receiving a synchronous invocation 
getQuote message requiring the quote information. After the 
accounting process replies with a quote message, the buyer 
sends the order message, which is forwarded to the logistic 
process by the accounting process. The logistic process then 
replies with a deliverConf message to the accounting process. 
The message is forwarded to the buyer via a delivery message 
afterwards. Since the buyer is allowed to do parcel tracking 
arbitrarily often, this step is embedded in a while iteration 
within the accounting process. More precisely, the accounting 
department may receive a getStatus message sent by the buyer, 
which is then followed by a synchronous invocation of the 
logistics getStatusLOP operation and the reply of the respective 
status back to the buyer (via a status message). Alternatively, 
the buyer may decide terminate the accounting and the logistics 
process at some point by sending a termination message to the 
accounting process, which is forwarded to the logistic process. 
A. Orchestrated Processes Interaction Failure Analysis 
All possible failure points are depicted out in Fig. 4. The 
process begins with a getQuote receive activity and a quote 
reply activity. If the process crashes after receiving the request 
message getQuote and before sending a response, this should 
be a pending response failure, which is marked as a XResp 
between the getQuote and quote activities. For similar reasons, 
in the parcel tracking while iteration, if the accounting process 
crashes after the receive activity getStatus and before the status 
reply, a pending response failure will occur. We can notice that 
there is a nested invoke activity in between.  
For the quote reply activity, if the buyer process which 
should receive this reply fails after sending the request, a 
pending request failure will happen to the accounting 
orchestration, which is marked as a XReq. A pending request 
failure will happen at the point of status reply for the same 
reason. If the process crashes after the quote activity and before 
receiving the order information, the buyer process that sends 
the order information will have a service unavailable failure. 
However, since the failure happens at the buyer side, we don't 
need to transform the accounting process for any recovery. The 
order information exchange is already finished. For the same 
reason, the terminate activity is not marked with any failure if 
the process crashes before or after this activity. For the invoke 
activity deliverConf, which invokes the deliverOP operation 
provided by the logistics process, if the logistics process is not 
available before the invocation, a service unavailable failure 
will happen to the accounting process, which is marked as a 
XSU. For similar reasons, a service unavailable failure will 
happen to activities: delivery, getStatusL and terminateL. 
B. Accounting Process Transformation 
As is shown in Fig. 5, in order make the accounting process 
recovery enabled, we apply all necessary process 
transformations. For the reply activity quote where a pending 
request failure may occur, we do the transformation to put a 
conditional branch (pick activity) in a while iteration. If the 
buyer process crashes and resends the getQuote message, the 
accounting process will reply with quote information in the 
while iteration, until order information is received. 
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Figure 5.  Transform Accounting Process to Make it Recovery Enabled 
 
For pending response failures (marked as XResp) that occur 
between getStatus and status, in order to avoid a nested 
getStatusL, we make the parameters of getStatus request sent 
with an immediate response. After the interactions with other 
processes, the buyer process may send the request again in 
order to get the status reply. However, after this transformation, 
as is shown in Fig. 5, we have two new points of failure which 
need further transformations to make these failures recoverable. 
The transformations are shown in the dotted rectangle. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we propose a recovery approach for stateful 
interactions between processes. We perform a stateful 
interactions failure analysis for orchestrated processes and we 
propose a recovery approach for each failure we identified. We 
also define transformations from the original processes to 
processes that support our recovery approaches. Finally, we 
illustrate our approach with a simple yet representative 
scenario. We have implemented the illustration scenario using 
BPEL on the Apache ODE BPEL engine. Our next challenge is 
to evaluate and probably improve the scalability of the 
recovery-enable BPEL processes. A formal proof of the 
correctness of process transformations will be considered as 
future work, as well as the automation of these transformations, 
for example, by using model transformations from Model-
driven Engineering (MDE). 
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